Technical Bulletin

Spa Mate

DESCRIPTION & BENEFITS
SPA MATE is a concentrated product made with Quaternary
Ammonium Compound and contains no toxic solvents. It is
specially formulated to clean, degrease and sanitise in 1 step
making it more easy and economical to use.
SPA MATE can easily get rid of body fat, soap scum, common
bacteria and other wastes from SPA internals and leaves the area
clean and shiny. SPA MATE can be used to clean and sanitise
dishwashers and washing machines. SPA MATE can be used as a
no rinse spray and wipe sanitiser for cleaning the rubber seals in
dishwashers and fridges, and most surfaces..
One Step cleaning system for Jets, Pump, Pipes and all
Powerful ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT
Quickly cleans, degreases and sanitises in few minutes
Suitable for everyday use even with cold water
DEODORISES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1.
Fill the spa bath with hot or cold water well above the jet
line.
2.
Add around 50ML of SPA MATE into water (50ML per 200L
of water).
3.
Turn the pump on and run it for 5 to 10 minutes depending
how dirty it is.
4.
Turn the pump off and drain the spa.
5.
Rinse it with fresh water.
6.
Clean and wipe the Spa with SPA MATE using a fresh clean
cloth and allow it to dry.
SPA POOL - add 100 ml per 1000 Litres of water.
Spray and Wipe Sanitiser - dilute 1 to 4 parts water in a spray bottle.
Dishwashers - add 50ml to the soap holder and put on a quick cycle.
Washing machines - add 50ml into the detergent feed and put onto a
quick wash.
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Code No 336
ENVIROMENTAL ASPECTS
PF- Phosphate Free
Biodegradable Surfactants
Safe for food preparation areas and septic tanks
when used according to dilution instructions

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
This product is available in 5L and 12 x 1L CTN.

SAFETY INFORMATION
Consult us for specific use directions and SDS. For service
and additional information please contact us on 1800
201 700

